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Abstract: Today landscape digital technologies have become prerequisite for all landscape educational programs, altering the ways landscape architecture design schemes look, and by extension influencing the traditional methods that landscape architecture used to be taught. Digital representation skills are considered baseline design tool for young landscape architects entering the professional “new” world. However, many years of landscape experience in teaching landscape architecture studio proves that model making still holds a major role as an educational tool to understand, explore and create landscape space in studio projects. This paper aims to emphasize the importance of landscape models as a valuable source of mainly a visual approach toward conceiving the nature of landscape space and multitude ways to create successful landscape projects while teaching landscape design studio courses. Our approach to teaching in landscape architecture revolves around the importance of scale models to deeply understand and visualize landscape spatial concepts originally conceived and depicted in sketches, diagrams and plans. The medium of scale models is understood as the best way to deeply understand and visualize spatial relationships while integrating them into studio landscape schemes. Realizing over the years this educational opportunity in the design studio, we have developed a design methodology that allows the students to integrate all acquired knowledge into a fully integrated professional experience. As landscape educators we seek to develop a pedagogical approach towards enabling students effectively synthesize their theoretical and technical knowledge. To evaluate our design methodology, data were compiled from students’ surveys, in class critiques and class evaluations. Results suggest that our students seem to have cultivated a deeper understanding of landscape space and have captured complex design ideas more effectively. More feedback data samples need to be collected over the forthcoming years during which we intend to enrich our methodology in the design courses in order to be able to reinforce our design approach based on models as a main means of capturing and evaluating landscapes. This research aims stimulate debate and contribute to the further emancipation and development of landscape architecture.